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Fill your upcoming 2019, with 16 months of Scotch all
year round. This beautiful mini calendar contains 16
months and 3 mini 2018, 2019, and 2020 year calendars.
Fill your upcoming 2018, with 16 months of Whiskey all
year round. This beautiful mini calendar contains 16
months and 3 mini 2017, 2018, and 2019 year calendars.
Since 1957, Chase's Calendar of Events lists everything
worth knowing and celebrating for each day of the year:
12,500 holidays, historical milestones, famous birthdays,
festivals, sporting events and much more. "The Oxford
English Dictionary of holidays."--NPR's Planet Money.
Fill your upcoming 2018, with 16 months of Scotch all
year round. This beautiful calendar contains 16 months
and 3 mini 2017, 2018, and 2019 year calendars.
Fill your upcoming 2017, with 16 months of Whiskey all
year round. This beautiful mini calendar contains 16
months and 3 mini 2016, 2017, and 2018 year calendars.
Founded in 1957, Chase's observes its 60th anniversary
with the 2018 edition! Users will find everything worth
knowing and celebrating for each day of the year: 12,500
holidays, historical milestones, famous birthdays,
festivals, sporting events and much more. "One of the
most impressive reference volumes in the
world."--Publishers Weekly.
Fill your upcoming 2018, with 16 months of Scotch
weekly calendar planner. Plan out a year in advance.
Demystify the world of whisky. Whisky experts Nick
Morgan and The Whisky Exchange open the lid on the
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whisky industry, revealing what makes one of the world's
simplest spirits just so popular. Everything You Need to
Know About Whisky will answer all of your burning
questions; from what makes the perfect scotch and how
to drink it like a pro to an exploration of distilleries around
the world and their fascinating (often scandalous)
histories. This indispensable guide is filled with insider
tips on finding your new favourite bottle and brewing up
the very best whisky based cocktails - essential reading
for all whisky fans, novices and experts alike.
Great Food Made Simple Here's the breakthrough one-
stop cooking reference for today's generation of cooks!
Nationally known cooking authority Mark Bittman shows
you how to prepare great food for all occasions using
simple techniques, fresh ingredients, and basic kitchen
equipment. Just as important, How to Cook Everything
takes a relaxed, straightforward approach to cooking, so
you can enjoy yourself in the kitchen and still achieve
outstanding results. Praise for How to Cook Everything
by Mark Bittman: "In his introduction to How to Cook
Everything, Mark Bittman says, 'Anyone can cook, and
most everyone should.' Now, hopefully everyone will --
this work is a rare achievement. Mark is in that pantheon
of a few gifted cook/writers who make very, very good
food simple and accessible. I read his recipes and my
mouth waters. I read his directions and head for the
kitchen. Bravo, Mark, for taking us away from take-out
and back to the fun of food." -- Lynne Rossetto Kasper,
host of the international public radio show "The Splendid
Table with Lynne Rossetto Kasper" "Mark Bittman is the
best home cook I know, and How to Cook Everything is
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the best basic cookbook I've seen." -- Jean-Georges
Vongerichten, award-winning chef/owner of Jean-
Georges "Useful to the novice cook or the professional
chef, How to Cook Everything is a tour de force
cookbook by Mark Bittman. Mark lends his considerable
knowledge and clear, concise writing style to
explanations of techniques and quick, classic recipes.
This is a complete, reliable cookbook." -- Jacques Pepin,
chef, cookbook author, and host of his own PBS
television series "Sometimes all the things that a
particular person does best come together in a burst of
synergy, and the result is truly marvelous. This book is
just such an instance. Mark Bittman is not only the best
home cook we know, he is also a born teacher, a gifted
writer, and a canny kitchen tactician who combines great
taste with eminent practicality. Put it all together and you
have How to Cook Everything, a cookbook that will
inspire American home cooks not only today but for
years to come." -- John Willoughby and Chris
Schlesinger, coauthors of License to Grill
An updated edition of Big Whiskey, the definitive guide to
the American Whiskey Trail. This updated edition of the
definitive guide to the American Whiskey Trail is
comprehensive collection of the whiskey, bourbon, and
rye made by the best distillers in Kentucky and
Tennessee. Full color images throughout showcase each
and every bottle and label, behind-the-scenes images,
and the beauty of the Whiskey Trail. Interviews with
renowned distillers provide incredible insight into how
whiskey is made. Locals and tourists alike will discover
new distillers and expressions that are sure to satisfy any
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and all tastes. Big Whiskey is the perfect gift for the
whiskey lover in your life.
Fill your upcoming 2018, 16 months of Scotch calendar
planner. Plan out a year in advance.
Fill your upcoming 2019, with 16 months of Whiskey all
year round. This beautiful calendar contains 16 months
and 3 mini 2018, 2019, and 2020 year calendars.
Whiskey Mini Wall Calendar 2018: 16 Month Calendar
R.H. Sin’s second volume continues the passion and vigor of
his previous publication. His stanzas inspire strength through
the pure emotional energy and the vulnerability of his poems.
Relationships, love, pain, and fortitude are powerfully
rendered in his poetry, and his message of perseverance in
the face of emotional turmoil cuts to the heart of modern-day
life. R.H. Sin’s poems are often only a few lines long, and yet
the emotional punch of his language gives these words an
enduring power beyond the short page. He doesn't back
away from the pains and struggles of life and love, and yet his
determined, unapologetic voice provides a measure of
comfort and a message of perseverance that is at once
realistic and indomitable. This blend of determination and
painful vulnerability gives his poetry a distinctive, engaging
flavor.
An instant New York Times bestseller From the bestselling
author of The Cost of These Dreams The story of how Julian
Van Winkle III, the caretaker of the most coveted cult
Kentucky Bourbon whiskey in the world, fought to protect his
family's heritage and preserve the taste of his forebears, in a
world where authenticity, like his product, is in very short
supply. As a journalist said of Pappy Van Winkle, "You could
call it bourbon, or you could call it a $5,000 bottle of liquified,
barrel-aged unobtanium." Julian Van Winkle, the third-
generation head of his family's business, is now thought of as
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something like the Buddha of Bourbon - Booze Yoda, as
Wright Thompson calls him. He is swarmed wherever he
goes, and people stand in long lines to get him to sign their
bottles of Pappy Van Winkle Family Reserve, the whiskey he
created to honor his grandfather, the founder of the family
concern. A bottle of the 23-year-old Pappy starts at $3000 on
the internet. As Julian is the first to say, things have gone
completely nuts. Forty years ago, Julian would have laughed
in astonishment if you'd told him what lay ahead. He'd just
stepped in to try to save the business after his father had
died, partly of heartbreak, having been forced to sell the old
distillery in a brutal downturn in the market for whiskey.
Julian's grandfather had presided over a magical kingdom of
craft and connoisseurship, a genteel outfit whose family ethos
generated good will throughout Kentucky and far beyond.
There's always a certain amount of romance to the marketing
of spirits, but Pappy's mission statement captured something
real: "We make fine bourbon - at a profit if we can, at a loss if
we must, but always fine bourbon." But now the business had
hit the wilderness years, and Julian could only hang on for
dear life, stubbornly committed to preserving his namesake's
legacy or going down with the ship. Then something like a
miracle happened: it turned out that hundreds of very special
barrels of whiskey from the Van Winkle family distillery had
been saved by the multinational conglomerate that bought it.
With no idea what they had, they offered to sell it to Julian,
who scrambled to beg and borrow the funds. Now he could
bottle a whiskey whose taste captured his family's legacy.
The result would immediately be hailed as the greatest
whiskey in the world - and would soon be the hardest to find.
But now, those old barrels were used up, and Julian Van
Winkle faced the challenge of his lifetime: how to preserve the
taste of Pappy, the taste of his family's heritage, in a new
age? The amazing Wright Thompson was invited to be his
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wingman as he set about to try. The result is an extraordinary
testimony to the challenge of living up to your legacy and the
rewards that come from knowing and honoring your people
and your craft. Wright learned those lessons from Julian as
they applied to the honest work of making a great bourbon
whiskey in Kentucky, but he couldn't help applying them to his
own craft, writing, and his upbringing in Mississippi, as he and
his wife contemplated the birth of their first child. May we all
be lucky enough to find some of ourselves, as Wright
Thompson did, in Julian Van Winkle, and in Pappyland.
Learn about one of the most impactful distilleries in American
history in this comprehensive tale Buffalo, Barrels, & Bourbon
tells the fascinating tale of the Buffalo Trace Distillery, from
the time of the earliest explorations of Kentucky to the
present day. Author and award-winning spirits expert F. Paul
Pacult takes readers on a journey through history that covers
the American Revolutionary War, U.S Civil War, two World
Wars, Prohibition, and the Great Depression. Buffalo, Barrels,
& Bourbon covers the pedigree and provenance of the
Buffalo Trace Distillery: The larger-than-life personalities that
over a century and a half made Buffalo Trace Distillery what it
is today Detailed accounts on how many of the distillery’s
award-winning and world-famous brands were created The
impact of world events, including multiple depressions,
weather-related events, and major conflicts, on the distillery
Belonging on the shelf of anyone with an interest in American
spirits and history, Buffalo, Barrels, & Bourbon is a compelling
must-read.
August 2019 saw numerous commemorations of the year
1619, when what was said to be the first arrival of enslaved
Africans occurred in North America. Yet in the 1520s, the
Spanish, from their imperial perch in Santo Domingo, had
already brought enslaved Africans to what was to become
South Carolina. The enslaved people here quickly defected to
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local Indigenous populations, and compelled their captors to
flee. Deploying such illuminating research, The Dawning of
the Apocalypse is a riveting revision of the “creation myth” of
settler colonialism and how the United States was formed.
Here, Gerald Horne argues forcefully that, in order to
understand the arrival of colonists from the British Isles in the
early seventeenth century, one must first understand the
“long sixteenth century”– from 1492 until the arrival of
settlers in Virginia in 1607. During this prolonged century,
Horne contends, “whiteness” morphed into “white
supremacy,” and allowed England to co-opt not only religious
minorities but also various nationalities throughout Europe,
thus forging a muscular bloc that was needed to confront
rambunctious Indigenes and Africans. In retelling the
bloodthirsty story of the invasion of the Americas, Horne
recounts how the fierce resistance by Africans and their
Indigenous allies weakened Spain and enabled London to
dispatch settlers to Virginia in 1607. These settlers laid the
groundwork for the British Empire and its revolting spawn that
became the United States of America.
Fill your upcoming 2018, with 16 months of Whiskey all year
round. This beautiful calendar contains 16 months and 3 mini
2017, 2018, and 2019 year calendars.
FROM THE VIRAL YOGA STAR - 43 MILLION VIEWS IN
JUST FIVE DAYS Yoga as it's never been seen before! 'Yoga
can feel elitist but the book does not alienate. Partly because
of its gentle humour, and partly because the language does
not assume any knowledge of terms or sequences. It's
straightforward and to the point. And the scenery beats a
sterile yoga studio.' - Evening Standard 'Apparently there is
something about the recipe of beards, kilts, butts and the
Scottish highlands that just works.' - Finlay Wilson 'Yoga and
kilts in a Perthshire forest has proved to be just what the
world was waiting for.' - BBC Get ready to lose yourself in the
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wilds of Scotland and reconnect with the natural world in this
gorgeous little book that will make you look at yoga in a whole
new way - kilt optional! After recovering from an accident,
Finlay Wilson found yoga was the best way to rebuild his
strength. Now a qualified yoga instructor himself, he's
decided to bring a modern take to this ancient practice. Feast
your eyes on his yoga moves and discover why his Kilted
Yoga video became an instant global sensation. This
beautiful book is both dramatic and inspirational, but also
tongue in cheek, quirky and funny. Finlay introduces you to
the fundamentals of yoga through four progressive
sequences to help you develop your practice. Combining
stunning photography of the Scottish highlands with practical
advice, Kilted Yoga is the inspiration you've been waiting for -
join the movement here. Check out the video that went viral:
www.facebook.com/BBCScotland/videos/1085403278236761
Growing with Gardening offers step-by-step guidance in
planning a year-round horticultural program for therapy,
recreation, or education. Developed under the auspices of the
North Carolina Botanical Garden, it features more than 250
activities, organized by month, ranging from designing a
raised plant bed and building a wheelchair-accessible garden
to constructing a plant press and creating crafts from natural
plant materials. More than 200 illustrations complement the
clear, concise text.
Fill your upcoming 2018, with 16 months of Whiskey weekly
calendar planner. Plan out a year in advance.
Fill your upcoming 2018, with 16 months of Scotch all year
round. This beautiful mini calendar contains 16 months and 3
mini 2017, 2018, and 2019 year calendars.
Why is the tartan so important? What is worn under a kilt?
How much ofthe story in Braveheart is real? How do you
make haggis?
Fill your upcoming 2018, 16 months of Whiskey calendar
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planner. Plan out a year in advance.
Fill your upcoming 2017, with 16 months of Scotch
all year round. This beautiful calendar contains 16
months and 3 mini 2016, 2017, and 2018 year
calendars.
Fill your upcoming 2017, with 16 months of Scotch
all year round. This beautiful mini calendar contains
16 months and 3 mini 2016, 2017, and 2018 year
calendars.
Fill your upcoming 2017, with 16 months of Whiskey
all year round. This beautiful calendar contains 16
months and 3 mini 2016, 2017, and 2018 year
calendars.
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